Introduction {#s1}
============

Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) is often considered a prodromal stage of Alzheimer\'s Disease (AD). This is due to the fact that some studies have found that around 10--15% of MCI patients annually progress to AD while it only occurs at a 1--4% rate for the healthy aged population (Petersen, [@B37]; Petersen and Negash, [@B38]). MCI patients show objective cognitive alterations but not severe enough to meet the criteria for dementia. In the past years, a great interest has been drawn to MCI, since this condition might help to understand the neurological basis of the "predementia" stages of AD and to maximize the effect of the current available treatments.

Particularly, electrophysiological rhythms have been found relevant in pathological aging. Electroencephalographic (EEG) and magnetoencephalographic (MEG) studies have shown a slowing of the oscillatory rhythms in AD (Berendse et al., [@B4]; Huang et al., [@B19]). MCI patients exhibit a reduced mean frequency score in MEG power spectra (Fernández et al., [@B14]), indicating that the AD-related oscillatory slowing may have its onset in the predementia stage. Additionally, specific spectral profiles have been considered as pathological biomarkers. For example, an increased delta and a decreased alpha1 power were found to be related to a lower cortical gray matter volume (Babiloni et al., [@B1]). It has also been reported that changes in the high alpha/low alpha ratio or in the theta/gamma ratio are associated with the cognitive status, conversion to AD, hippocampal and amygdalar atrophy or gray matter changes (Moretti et al., [@B26], [@B28], [@B29]).

An essential property of the electrophysiological spectra is the dominant alpha rhythm or alpha peak. Alpha oscillations have been measured over wide regions of the exposed human cortex (Jasper and Penfield, [@B21]). Sensor-level EEG studies have found that their frequency rises from childhood to adolescence or young adulthood, and then decreases slowly with age (Chiang et al., [@B9]). Abnormally low alpha peak frequencies can be found in demented patients (Samson-Dollfus et al., [@B42]). Some studies of MCI have used the posterior dominant frequency to perform spectral analysis. For instance, (Moretti et al., [@B26], [@B28], [@B29]) used the individual alpha peak to define individual frequency ranges for theta, alpha, and beta bands. Babiloni et al. ([@B2], [@B1]) considered the alpha peak frequency as a covariate when performing statistical analysis. Nevertheless, although utilized as an intermediate step in the analysis pipeline of many studies, the importance of alpha peak amplitude and frequency values *per se* to define neurophysiological characteristics in MCI has been scarcely investigated.

In the present study we investigated the spatial distribution of resting state alpha peak frequency and amplitude over the whole brain for MCI patients and age-matched healthy controls. To this aim, beamforming was used to estimate MEG spectral parameters for the alpha peak (frequency and amplitude) in source space. Also, we analyzed how these parameters were modulated by age and sex for each ROI. Finally, we examined the relation between peak parameters and hippocampal volume, which is commonly used as a structural biomarker of AD (Dubois et al., [@B11]).

Materials and methods {#s2}
=====================

Subjects
--------

27 patients with a diagnosis of amnestic-MCI and 24 controls were included in this study. Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} summarizes their characteristics. MCI patients were recruited at the Geriatric and Neurological Units of the "Hospital Universitario San Carlos," Madrid, Spain, where they were diagnosed by clinical experts. As introduced in Grundman et al. ([@B17]), inclusion criteria for MCI comprised: (1) memory complaint confirmed by an informant, (2) normal cognitive function, (3) no or minimal impairment in activities of daily living, (4) abnormal memory function, (5) not being sufficiently impaired to meet the criteria for dementia.

###### 

**Subjects characteristics**.

            **Subjects**   **Age (years)**   **Gender (M/F)**   **Educational level**   **MMSE**     **Normalized hippocampal volume**   
  --------- -------------- ----------------- ------------------ ----------------------- ------------ ----------------------------------- ----------------------
  Control   24             71.8 ± 3.6        6/18               3.8 ± 1.3               29.3 ± 0.9   (2.62 ± 0.37)·10^−3^                (2.59 ± 0.28)·10^−3^
  MCI       27             73.9 ± 6.3        14/13              2.7 ± 1.3               27.5 ± 2.2   (2.17 ± 0.41)·10^−3^                (2.08 ± 0.49)·10^−3^

Data are given as mean ± standard deviation.

M = males, F = females. Educational level was grouped into five levels: 1: Illiterate, 2: Primary studies, 3: Elemental studies, 4: High school studies, 5: University studies.

MMSE = Mini Mental State Examination score. Hippocampal volume was normalized with the overall intracranial volume.

Additionally, all subjects were in good health and had no history of psychiatric or neurological disorders. They underwent an MRI brain scan to rule out infection, infarction or focal lesions. Subjects meeting any of the following criteria were excluded from the study: Hachinski score (Rosen et al., [@B41]) higher than 4, Geriatric Depression Scale score (Yesavage et al., [@B45]) higher than 14, alcoholism, chronic use of anxiolytics, neuroleptics, narcotics, anticonvulsants, or sedative hypnotics. Additionally, MCI patients underwent an exam to rule out possible causes of cognitive decline such as B12 vitamin deficit, thyroid problems, syphilis, or HIV. Drugs that could affect MEG measurements such as cholinesterase inhibitors were removed 48 h before the MEG scan. The investigation was approved by the local Ethics Committee.

MEG recordings
--------------

Three-minute MEG resting state recordings were acquired at the Center for Biomedical Technology (Madrid, Spain) with an Elekta Vectorview system containing 306 sensors (102 magnetometers and 204 planar gradiometers), inside a magnetically shielded room (Vacuumschmelze GmbH, Hanau, Germany). During the measurements, subjects sat with their eyes closed and were instructed to remain calm and move as little as possible. Each subject\'s head was digitized in 3D with a Fastrak Polhemus system and four coils were attached to the forehead and mastoids, so that the head position with respect to the MEG helmet was continuously determined. Activity in electrooculogram channels was also recorded to keep track of ocular artifacts.

Signals were sampled at 1000 Hz with an online filter of bandwidth 0.1--300 Hz. Maxfilter software (version 2.2., Elekta Neuromag) was used to remove external noise with the temporal extension of the signal space separation method with movement compensation (Taulu and Simola, [@B43]).

MRI acquisition
---------------

3D T1 weighted anatomical brain MRI scans were collected with a General Electric 1.5 T magnetic resonance scanner, using a high-resolution antenna and a homogenization PURE filter \[Fast Spoiled Gradient Echo (FSPGR) sequence with parameters: TR/TE/TI = 11.2/4.2/450 ms; flip angle 12°; 1 mm slice thickness, a 256 × 256 matrix and FOV 25 cm\]. For volumetric analysis, Freesurfer software package (version 5.1.0) and its automated sub-cortical segmentation tool (Fischl et al., [@B15]) were employed. For the source analysis, the reference system of the T1 volumes was transformed manually using 3 fiducial points and headshape, until a good match between MEG and T1 coordinates was reached.

Source analysis
---------------

Data analysis was done using both FieldTrip software (Oostenveld et al., [@B32]) and in-house scripts.

### MEG preprocessing

For the definition of artifact-free epochs, the continuous MEG resting state recording was scanned in non-overlapping segments of 4 s. Segments with ocular, jump, or muscular artifacts were identified and discarded. Per subject, a minimum of 20 artifact-free segments (80 s) remained \[controls: (25.7 ± 4.8), MCI: (24.6 ± 6.6)\]. After filtering of the continuous original data using a finite impulse response filter of order 1000 and a bandwidth of 1--30 Hz, the artifact-free segments of the data identified in the previous step were extracted for further analysis.

### Headmodels

First, a regular grid of 2459 points with 1 cm spacing was created in the template Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) brain. This set of points was transformed to subject\'s space using a linear normalization between the native T1 image and a standard T1 in MNI space with 2 mm resolution. This grid constituted the source locations. The forward model was solved with a realistic single-shell model (Nolte, [@B30]).

### Beamforming

Source reconstruction was performed with Linearly Constrained Minimum Variance beamformer (Van Veen et al., [@B44]). For each subject, the covariance matrix was averaged over all trials to compute the spatial filter\'s coefficients, and then these coefficients were applied to individual trials, obtaining a time series per segment and source location. This reconstruction was performed for magnetometers and gradiometers separately, yielding two different source estimates per subject.

Spectral analysis
-----------------

Power spectra were obtained from the time series via a multitaper method with discrete prolate spheroidal sequences as tapers and 1 Hz smoothing for frequencies between 2 and 30 Hz, with a 0.25 Hz step. These spectra were averaged over trials and normalized with the sum of the spectral power in the range (2--30) Hz. Then, an average power spectrum per Region of Interest (ROI) and subject was obtained. Eighty-eight ROIs were used in this study and they were defined in MNI space using the Harvard-Oxford probabilistic atlas (Desikan et al., [@B10]), as implemented in the fMRIb Software Library (FSL) (Jenkinson et al., [@B22]). Thirty-seven cortical and 7 subcortical ROIs per hemisphere were included (merging subdivisions within gyri in the Harvard-Oxford atlas).

Then, to extract alpha peak parameters, experimental spectra were fitted with a non-linear least-square procedure to: $$\log(P(f)) = B - C \cdot \log(f) + A \cdot \exp\left( \frac{- \left( {f - f_{p}} \right)^{2}}{\Delta^{2}} \right)$$ where A,B,C, Δ, and *f~p~* are adjustable parameters and a wide range (4--13) Hz is used for the fitting. Such a Gaussian peak fit with power-law background has been proven useful for alpha rhythm detection in EEG (Chiang et al., [@B8]; Lodder and van Putten, [@B23]).

With this procedure, a peak per ROI was identified separately for the reconstructions based on magnetometers and gradiometers. Then, magnetometer and gradiometer data were combined. Thus, the final peak amplitude and frequency per ROI and subject was calculated by averaging the peak values obtained for both types of sensors. In order to optimize the reliability of the alpha peak estimation, two criteria were considered: Peaks with (1) high inter-trial amplitude variability for any sensor type or (2) a frequency difference between the magnetometer and the gradiometer fit bigger than 1 Hz, were considered spurious and removed from the subsequent statistical analysis.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

Peak amplitudes and frequencies were compared with univariate ANOVA tests, separately for each ROI. Shapiro-Wilk and Levene tests were used to ensure normality of the data and equal variances across groups. For the peak amplitude, the transformation *x* → log(*x*/(1 − *x*)) was applied prior to statistical analysis to obtain values following a normal distribution. A four-way ANOVA analysis was performed considering diagnosis, age, sex, and educational level as factors to investigate differences between controls and MCIs and the influence of age and sex on the alpha peak. Finally, we examined whether peak parameters depend on hippocampal volume (which was normalized with the overall intracranial volume). For that, we computed the Pearson correlation coefficient between peak amplitude or frequency and hippocampal volume across all subjects, for every ROI separately. To establish the statistical significance of these correlations, a four-way ANOVA test with hippocampal volume, age, sex, and educational level as factors was used, taking all subjects (Control and MCI) as a single group.

The *p*-values of all ANOVA tests were corrected for multiple comparisons with a procedure based on clustering and permutations, as introduced by Maris and Oostenveld ([@B25]). For that, spatially adjacent ROIs with *p* \< 0.05 were first grouped into clusters. Then, the obtained peak values (frequency or amplitude) were 2000 times randomly assigned to the original groups. The sum of *F*-values over each cluster in the original dataset was compared with the same measure in the randomized data. For each cluster, the proportion of randomizations with *F*-values higher than the ones in the original data corresponds to the final *p*-value.

Results {#s3}
=======

Peak fitting
------------

Peaks were successfully identified for most ROIs and subjects, especially in posterior and temporal ROIs. Overall, the peak was harder to find in anterior areas of the brain, since for around 10--15% of the subjects the criteria for robustness introduced before were not fulfilled in frontal ROIs. On the whole, a peak was fit in 80 ± 14 ROIs (given as mean ± std) for the control group and in 85 ± 5 ROIs for the MCI group. For the following ROIs, less than 85% of the subjects showed a robust peak: right paracingulate gyrus, right frontal operculum cortex, right inferior and middle frontal gyri, both superior frontal gyri, both supplementary motor cortices and right pallidum. These ROIs were not considered for statistical analysis. The average peak frequency over all ROIs was 9.68 ± 0.71 Hz for controls and 9.05 ± 0.90 Hz for MCIs and the average normalized amplitude was (2.57 ± 0.59)·10^−2^ for controls and (2.70 ± 0.49)·10^−2^ for MCIs.

Control vs. MCI
---------------

Both groups presented a similar spatial distribution of peak parameters, with higher amplitude and frequency in posterior ROIs, as shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. However, peak frequencies were higher in controls than in MCIs, especially over parietal and temporal ROIs, where differences were statistically significant (*p* \< 0.05). Amplitudes were similar in controls and MCIs, although values tended to be higher in MCIs, but this was significant only for six temporal and medial ROIs. As amplitude and frequency values are usually inversely related in electrophysiological power spectra, the amplitude increase in MCIs could be just a consequence of the frequency decrease. To investigate this effect, amplitude values were plotted as a function of frequency (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). For controls, amplitudes were higher within the 9--11 Hz frequency range, while for MCIs this range seemed to be broader, with high magnitude alpha peaks from 7 to 11 Hz. On the whole, this leads to the idea that alpha peak frequency is reduced in MCI.

![**Peak distribution in controls and MCIs.** Peak **(A)** frequency and **(B)** amplitude grand averages for controls and MCIs. Clusters with significant differences between controls and MCIs (*p* \< 0.05) are enclosed with black lines and scattered with black crosses. **(C)** Represents a scatter plot of the peak parameters (frequency and amplitude) for every region and subject. Frequency and amplitude histograms are projected into the y and x axis respectively.](fnagi-05-00100-g0001){#F1}

Age and sex influence
---------------------

Sex and age did not exert a significant influence on peak amplitude, while significant effects were found for the peak frequency. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} displays sex differences and age correlations for peak frequency in Controls and MCIs separately. Peak frequency was higher for females than for males both in controls and MCIs. This trend was present over the whole brain, although only statistically significant (*p* \< 0.05) over some posterior and right frontal ROIs. Additionally, peak frequency was found to correlate negatively with age. This correlation was strongest in frontal ROIs, where a significant effect (*p* \< 0.05) was found.

![**Influence of age and sex on peak frequency in controls and MCIs. (A)** Peak frequency difference of grand averages: females---males. **(B)** Correlation coefficient between age and peak frequency. Clusters with significant effect of age or sex upon peak frequencies (*p* \< 0.05) are enclosed with black lines and scattered with black crosses. Additionally, the *p*-value specifies the transparency of the plotted intensities: a region with *p*-value of 0 shows a full opaque color, whereas a region with *p*-value of 1 will be transparent.](fnagi-05-00100-g0002){#F2}

Hippocampal volume
------------------

To further assess whether differences in peak parameters could be considered as a pathological sign, the dependence of peak amplitude and frequency values with hippocampal volume was examined. Results are illustrated in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Peak frequency correlated positively with hippocampal volume, reaching correlation values up to 0.6, which denote a strong association between both measures. This trend was significant (*p* \< 0.05) over most of the postrolandic ROIs of the brain and implies that a slowing in the main alpha rhythm is related with a greater atrophy in the medial temporal lobe. The opposite effect was found for the peak amplitude, which correlated negatively with hippocampal volume over the whole brain, especially over occipital and frontal ROIs, where the trend was significant (*p* \< 0.05).

![**Peak frequency and amplitude correlations with hippocampal volume.** The distribution of correlation coefficient between peak **(A)** frequency and **(B)** amplitude with hippocampal volume (normalized with intracranial volume) for all subjects (Controls and MCIs) is shown. Clusters with significant effect of hippocampal volume (*p* \< 0.05) are marked as in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. As an example, scatter plots of the average peak frequency and amplitude over posterior ROIs as a function of hippocampal volume are displayed in the right side. The included ROIs are plotted in green in the upper right side of the figure. Controls are represented as blue circles and MCIs as red crosses.](fnagi-05-00100-g0003){#F3}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

In this paper the alpha peak parameters (frequency and amplitude) were investigated in a sample of MCI patients and controls. Differences between both groups were examined, as well as the influence of age and sex, and the correlation between peak parameters and hippocampal volume. To attain such goal, a novel method was introduced, that combined beamforming for reconstruction of the power spectra in the source space, and a fitting algorithm that has been successfully used for peak identification with scalp EEG measures in sensor space (Chiang et al., [@B9]; Lodder and van Putten, [@B23]).

The alpha peak was robustly identified in most regions and subjects. This is not the first attempt to assess the alpha peak spatial distribution of frequency and amplitude values in resting state, since clusters of alpha peaks in EEG recordings within a large sample of healthy population have been analyzed (Chiang et al., [@B9]). However, in the present study the MEG source space analysis allows a better understanding of the spatial distribution of this dominant alpha rhythm. Most studies of pathological aging have only focused on the posterior alpha peak (Osipova et al., [@B34]). Here we intentionally decided to consider sources of alpha rhythm other than the posterior ones, since alpha rhythms have been detected over wide regions of the brain \[for a review, see Nunez et al. ([@B31])\].

One of the main findings of our study is that the alpha rhythm of MCIs is slower when compared with a control population, especially over posterior regions. This is not surprising, since abnormally low alpha peak frequencies in AD have already been described (Passero et al., [@B35]). In the MCI literature less attention has been drawn to the alpha peak, but a reduced mean frequency score has been reported (Fernández et al., [@B14]). To gain further insight into the meaning of these peak alterations, their relationship with the hippocampal volume was considered. In fact, atrophy in medial temporal structures such as the hippocampus is a pathological marker of AD (Dubois et al., [@B11]; Prestia et al., [@B39]). Some studies have related a lower hippocampal volume to a higher delta and theta dipole density in AD (Fernández et al., [@B13]), lower power in the 8--10.5 Hz range (Babiloni et al., [@B2]), and an increase in the alpha3/alpha2 ratio (Moretti et al., [@B27]). Our results show that hippocampal volumes correlated positively with peak frequencies in temporo-parieto-occipital regions of the brain and negatively with peak amplitude in occipital and frontal regions. This contributes to the idea that the peak frequency slowing is associated with a degenerative process, evolving in parallel with the loss of hippocampal volume. Two different hypotheses have been introduced over the past years to explain the increased low frequency power in AD and MCI. It could be explained through either (1) a slowing down or (2) a redistribution of the oscillatory sources in the theta-alpha frequency range (Osipova et al., [@B33], [@B34]). This study supports the first hypothesis, although bigger samples and an analysis of the possible spatial shift of the sources would be needed to make stronger statements and investigate the second hypothesis.

The exact physiological origin of alpha rhythm remains unclear. Some studies indicate a prominent role of the thalamus (Hughes and Crunelli, [@B20]; Lőrincz et al., [@B24]; Bollimunta et al., [@B7]), while others point out the existence of cortical generators (Flint and Connors, [@B16]; Bollimunta et al., [@B6]). With a thalamo-cortical model of EEG generation, (Hindriks and van Putten, [@B18]) established that the resonance properties of cortico-thalamo-cortical, intra-cortical, and feedforward circuits determine alpha responses. They found that both a decreased firing of excitatory neuronal populations and an increased firing rate in inhibitory neuronal populations related to a decrease in alpha frequency. This modulation was particularly intense in the intra-cortical circuit: a decreased delay in this circuit produced a strong frequency slowing. Moreover, a decrease in the number of active synapses in thalamic nuclei could also explain an alpha power shift toward lower frequencies, as proved in a recent study with a thalamico-cortical-thalamic neural mass model (Bhattacharya et al., [@B5]). This model showed that the alpha frequency shift is especially sensitive to damage in inhibitory interneurons in the thalamus. Within this theory, the MCI alpha slowing found in this study would suggest that a synaptic damage is already present in the MCI stage. This in turn could be related with amyloid β, since its deposition has been shown to contribute to synaptic loss in AD (Reddy and Beal, [@B40]; Bate and Williams, [@B3]).

Additionally, the peak frequency is not determined exclusively by the pathology, but also depends on other factors like age or sex. In fact, we found a frequency decrease with age, and higher frequency values in females than in males. Such trends have been previously found in studies with large healthy samples (Chiang et al., [@B9]). In our study, we report that this trend is maintained in MCI patients. Most studies of sex differences in the alpha band have focused on childhood and young age, with mixed outcomes, some of them finding higher frequencies and earlier maturation in girls than boys (Petersén and Eeg-Olofsson, [@B36]). Our results also show higher frequencies in females than in males, although within a completely different age profile. Dustman et al. ([@B12]) found that a slowing of alpha rhythms and an increase in delta, theta and beta activity are common age-associated changes in EEG spectra. This means that the alpha slowing is normal in healthy aging, and suggests that the MCI disease speeds up the natural aging process.

The methodological procedure followed here enabled the examination of amplitude and frequency shifts of the alpha peak. It combined beamforming of MEG resting state data, alpha peak fitting and ANOVA tests for statistical analysis, corrected for multiple comparisons with a procedure including clustering and permutations. Although it was tested with a rather small sample of subjects, it revealed a slowing of the alpha oscillatory sources in MCI and established that age, sex and hippocampal volume affect peak amplitude and frequency. However, larger samples would be needed to confirm these effects and to evaluate others, such as an interaction between age, sex, or educational level. Additionally, longitudinal follow-up studies could provide insight into the evolution of the slowing process and the onset of the AD-related pathology.

Conclusion {#s5}
==========

In conclusion, we studied the spatial distribution of the alpha peak frequency and amplitude in a sample of controls and MCI patients using MEG resting state spectra in source space. Variations across subjects were found, even at a healthy stage, since peak frequency depended upon age and sex. The alpha peak was altered in the MCI sample when compared to controls: MCIs presented lower peak frequencies. This slowing of the alpha oscillatory sources in MCI could be attributed to an impaired thalamico-cortical circuit or a synaptic loss in thalamic populations. Furthermore, the peak frequency progression to lower frequencies correlated with the degree of hippocampal atrophy, highlighting its pathological meaning.
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